STUDENTS: SAVE THE DATE!

2015 WORLD CONFERENCE ON QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENT

TRANSFORMING THE WORLD THROUGH INNOVATION, INSPIRATION, AND LEADERSHIP
May 4 – 6, 2015 | Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center • Nashville, TN

Whether or not your major is under the official title of “quality,” students can use quality methodologies and tools to help improve some element of their career, organization, and life. The most successful are those who have found ways to establish, transform, and sustain work environments in which innovation is fostered, leadership is shared, and all are aligned to a common vision. They have discovered the key to establishing a culture of quality. Discover how you can use these tools to transform your world to help reach your goals and ensure success at the 2015 World Conference on Quality and Improvement. (There will be a special rate offered to student attendees.)

- Learn from more than 100 sessions and workshops centered on the 2015 theme and focus areas.
- Network with fellow students and professionals with special After 5 Sessions.
- Hear how expert keynote speakers have used quality to help contribute to their success.
- Connect with other people passionate about quality during networking opportunities.
- Expand your knowledge even further with additional training and certification opportunities.
- Discover best practices from companies successfully using quality in the International Team Excellence Award Process/Quality Impact Sessions.

Visit asq.org/wcqi to learn more and get continuous updates as the conference approaches.
One of the best takeaways the conference offered me was the ability to network and find mentors within a given field. Networking helps you build your brand and find those mentors who are willing to educate and help those mentees with their careers in quality.

—Belkys Benzo, ASU Student

Attending the conference not only gave me an edge for my master’s degree, but also provided a great networking opportunity with industry people. I am looking forward to the 2015 ASQ World Conference in Tennessee.

—Vamsi Krishna Maddineni, Student (School unknown)

From an auto to aero industry to a foundry shop to a falcon manufacturer, this conference explains how important quality is in every field. ... I learned a great deal from the conference that I will use not only at my profession but in any work I do.

—Haneesh Vulavala, Student (School unknown)

The 2014 ASQ World Conference in Dallas provided an avenue of learning and networking which is seldom found in a student’s career.

—Will Benedict, University of Central Missouri Student

Visit [asq.org/wcqi](asq.org/wcqi) to learn more and get continuous updates as the conference approaches.